Professional Networking Naturally
Questions & Comments

Michelle Kelly (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: I've noticed that you have photos with each of these people that you met - was that strategic?

Sonya Everard (to All - Entire Audience): 10:16 AM: what about when you are starting out and you don't get any connection? No response?

Sharon Sanderson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:17 AM: what are the do and don'ts for the elevator pitch

Kasia Bail (to All - Entire Audience): 10:18 AM: Any tips on 'relaxing' to have pleasant chit chat but still be 'on topic' or be able to 'get to topic'?

Masoud Mohammadnezhad (to All - Entire Audience): 10:22 AM: Dear Julie. I am in Iran and here is mid-night. I was interested to listen your presentation. I enjoyed listening that.

Linda Kirkman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:24 AM: I'm tweeting some of the points that are being made from @lindathestar -- Any suggestions for a hashtag?

Tazeen Majeed (to All - Entire Audience): 10:25 AM: #AAGNetworkingNaturally

Elissa Campbell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: #AAGNetNat

Linda Kirkman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: Thanks!

Linda Kirkman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:29 AM: I went with #AAGNetNat as it is shorter

Tazeen Majeed (to All - Entire Audience): 10:31 AM: I am one of Julie's students and one of the lessons I have learned from her and being with her is 'having and developing confidence in yourself as an early career researcher and believing your work to be important'. I am still trying though :)

Matthew Carroll (to All - Entire Audience): 10:32 AM: Almost to the open discussion so start piling up the questions!

Sonya Everard (to All - Entire Audience): 10:33 AM: what do the newbies wrong?

Sonya Everard (to All - Entire Audience): 10:34 AM: how much networking is enough?

Elissa Campbell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:35 AM: good question Sonya. How do help being overwhelmed by too much networking? I always feel so drained after conferences end

Linda Kirkman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:38 AM: At a conference see who is using the twitter # and follow them. Can lead to insights, new friends, tweets from other sessions, and finding your twitter tribe.

Sharon Sanderson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:38 AM: what are your thoughts on using LinkedIn for networking - do you wait to meet someone before you connect?

Barbara Squires (to All - Entire Audience): 10:38 AM: Hi, Julie! I remember reading that in Asia, it is considered very rude to write on someone's card. I've been cautious and write on the card later. What do you think, with Chiang Mai in mind?

Julie Byles (to All - Entire Audience): 10:39 AM: good point Barbara

Cassie Curryer (to All - Entire Audience): 10:40 AM: Hi Julie, Belinda and Matthew, Linked In works similar to ResearchGate.

Alison Rahn (to All - Entire Audience): 10:40 AM: I'm just discovering LinkedIn. After avoiding it for years I'm finding it's a wonderful tool for tracking down suitable people to interview for my research

Julie Byles (to All - Entire Audience): 10:41 AM: Ah Cassie ... I'll get you to give me a tutorial

Anita Frayman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:42 AM: I agree, it would be good to have webinar on linked
Masoud Mohammadnezhad (to All - Entire Audience): 10:43 AM: I don't forget when I saw Julie for the first time in Adelaide in a conference about ageing and I wanted to examine does she remember me or not. I applied for a PhD at Newcastle University and she was happy to be my supervisor but unfortunately I didn't have chance to be her student. When I explained my story for her in Adelaide after maybe 4 years he mentioned my name and may nationality. It was interesting for me and I learned that she has a supportive personality and very nice feeling and also sharp memory. That was a good experience for me that we need to expand our network not only by knowledge but also by emotion.

Barbara Squires (to All - Entire Audience): 10:45 AM: Breathe!!!

Elissa Campbell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:45 AM: I've met several conference keynotes purely due to Twitter. It's an excellent networking tool

Kasia Bail (to All - Entire Audience): 10:46 AM: Excellent. Got it!! Will continue to do embarrassing things but with less shame...... Just keep trying.

Meredith Tavener (to All - Entire Audience): 10:48 AM: What I love now is that people say they know about me....when I'm star struck by THEM at a conference. They are saying they've heard about me too :) 

Alana Hewitt (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thank you for sharing your experiences of networking, it's good to know we are all similar in our experiences.

Janice Taylor (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thanks.

Alison Rahn (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thanks Julie and Belinda - great stuff

Tazeen Majeed (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thank you Belinda, Julie and Mathew

Michelle Kelly (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thank you both, that was a fantastic webinar

Julie Byles (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: thanks all... it's been fun

Melissa Moore (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Brilliant- thanks for sharing ;)

Sarah Jeong (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Thank you.

Helen Rawson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Great Thanks!

Susan Hunt (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: thank you all

Marion Gill (to All - Entire Audience): 10:49 AM: Good session. Thank you